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You are travelling to Europe – a wonderful assembly of diverse countries that have, over 
hundreds of years, evolved and formulated their individual and often unique customs, 
styles and quirkiness. We want to (and sometimes have to) fit into the region’s natural 
patterns and irregularities. Much will appear so very different from ‘home’ – and surely it 
is exactly those very differences that inspired you to go there in the first place! 
 

To help you, the following pages contains additional information specific to your tour  
including brief introductory information regarding the major sites and regions you will be 
visiting. 
 

We would like to wish you a wonderful trip through Europe and a safe return home. 
 

Best wishes and Merry Christmas from the Albatross Team  
 



A Medieval Bohemian Christmas 

 
Please see below a light overview of some of the regions and towns you will be visiting.  
 

Frankfurt 

Frankfurt is a thriving industrial metropolis – Germany’s 5th largest city. As a commercial centre it has 
been the site of world trade fairs for over 800 years.  Frankfurt is home to the German Stock 
Exchange, the European Central Bank, the Deutsche Bundesbank and over 300 financial institutions 
from around the world, making the 1200-year-old trade and commerce city one of Europe´s foremost 
finance centres. 
 

Even though it is not noted as a ‘tourist’ city there are plenty of things to see and do. Spend time in 
the Alstadt (‘old town’ rebuilt after the 2nd World War in the old style) and the famous Zeil – a  
pedestrian shopping zone between the ‘Hauptwache’ and ‘Konstablerwache’ (‘wache’ – ‘road/way’) – 
which is one of the most famous shopping streets in Europe.   
 

Wurzburg 

The Baroque city of Wurzburg is the starting point of the Romantic Road, for the German’s the “south 
begins at Wurzburg”. The city has been called a ‘Baroque Jewel Box’ and lies at the top end of the 
‘Romantic Road’.  The Christmas markets fill the square and span out across the bridge over the    
river. 
 

Rothenburg O.D.T. 

Rothenburg o.d.T. - the finest medieval city in all of Europe. "o.d.T." stands for- "on the Tauber     
River”. The German meaning of the name "Rothenburg ob der Tauber" is "Red fortress above the 
Tauber".  
 

The town is located on a plateau overlooking the Tauber River.  The name "Rothenburg", is said to 
come from the German words Rot (Red) and Burg (burgh, medieval fortified town), referring to the 
red colour of the roofs of the houses which overlook the river. 
 

The Altstadt (old town) of Rothenburg is a patchwork of winding cobbled lanes lined with picturesque 
half timbered houses. Massive towers like Röderturm and the intact city walls form a ring around 
Rothenburg and you can walk on top of it to get great views over the city and the Tauber valley. 
 

For authentic Rothenburg ob der Tauber fare, one should have schneeballen, which are egg dough 
fried and then either sprinkled with powdered sugar or covered with chocolate. 
 

The famous Kaethe Wohlfahrt’s 'Chriskindlmarkt’ (Christmas Market) is a must to visit. This is a shop 
open all year round that has almost become an institution and tourist attraction in its own right. The 
shop front belies the vast and fascinating interior. Choose from over 200 models of cuckoo clocks on 
show. Also see a “Christmas Pyramid” the height of a 2 storey house. Wander through a maze of  
animated festive displays, wooden toys, shining glass globes and candy striped ornaments. 



The delightful Christmas Markets, set in the narrow alleys, are situated between the church and the 
main square. Certainly quite small when compared to others yet they are perhaps the quaintest you 
will see. 
 

Nurnberg  

Nurnberg, straddling the River Pegnitz, was Germany's largest medieval city until it was destroyed in 
World War II. With its stunningly romantic townscape of gabled buildings and steep red roofs set 
within the ring of its massive walls, its typical Germanic appearance commended it to the Nazis, who 
held their great pre-war rallies here. Later it was also the site of the war-crime trials. Today the city 
has been largely rebuilt according to its old street pattern, and something of its ancient atmosphere 
remains, especially by the riverside and beneath the castle, the Kaiserburg, where Dürer's House is 
located. Nurnberg's treasures are stored in its great churches and superb museums. Among the  
latter are the Toy Museum, Transport Museum, and the extensive German National Museum  
featuring German art from all periods. Nurnberg now boasts extensive pedestrian walkways and the 
most splendid of all Christmas Markets in Europe. This huge market has a unique law that only  
traditional Christmas artefacts are allowed for sale.  
 

Prague 

As you enter Prague, the Communist architecture of the city’s outskirts paints the picture of its  
modern history. In contrast the central ‘old town’ is full of romantic, colourful shop fronts built into the 
historical buildings.  
 

Since the Middle Ages, Prague has played a pivotal role in the development of Central Europe.  
Prague is widely recognised as one of the most beautiful cities in the world and today tourism is a 
major force in the city.  
 

Prague centre is made up of 4 districts which stretch across both banks of the Vltava River. On one 
bank is Stare Mesto (Old Town), Nove Mesto (New Town) & Josefov. On the other (Prague Castle 
side), is Mala Strana.  
 

Prague Castle covers over 7 hectares and is the largest ancient castle in the world and Zlatá Ulièka 
(the Golden Lane) with its tiny colourful houses built right into the arches of the castle walls and 
named after the goldsmiths who lived here in the 17th century.  
 

A trip to the top of the Astrological Clock is a must for spectacular views over the city. If you have 
time head to the rooftop bar at the Hotel U Prince, the coffee and mulled wine are great and the  
atmosphere is fantastic, as are the views. Prague is the city of ‘good King Wenceslas’ so naturally 
the best Christmas markets are in Wenceslas Square and the Old Town. Time to sip medovina – a 
warm honey liquor. 
 

Vienna 

With over 1,000 years of arts and culture, Vienna has so much to offer. Until 100 years ago Vienna 
(Wien) was Europe's third-largest metropolis after London and Paris, and the capital of a great  
empire in central Europe.  



was shaped by the imperial court and aristocracy. Many traces of that glorious past and nostalgia for 
a vanished era of pomp and elegance, today pervades the city. The old city contains the cathedral, 
the Stephansdom; the Hofburg palace; as well as numerous aristocratic mansions and baroque 
churches. It is ringed by the 19th century splendour of Ringstraße, where the Kunsthistorisches  
Museum houses one of the world's leading collections of European art. The music of Mozart,  
Beethoven, and Johann Strauss resonates through the city. 
 

There is so much to see and do.... many attractions within easy walking distance of each other. 
 

• The Walking Precinct. Visit St Stephen’s Cathedral itself and nearby beautiful shopping malls 
and pedestrian streets, this is the heart of Vienna.  

 

• The main sights to aim for are the Hofburg Palace (the Royal Winter Palace) with its stunning 
displays and museums. Of special note is the Schatzkammer (Imperial Treasury) which is  
considered perhaps the greatest treasury in the world with the Crown Jewels and an enormous 
range of other treasures (open 10.00am – 6.00pm – closed Tuesdays), Additionally maybe visit 
the house of the Philosopher Freud, and maybe the statue of Strauss in the Stadt Park (often 
shown on winter postcards of the city).   

 

Schonbrunn Palace 

Schönbrunn Palace is the Royal family summer residence.  It is the Habsburg Emperor’s response to 
Louis XIV's palace of Versailles. It was designed by Nicolaus Pacassi in the reign of Maria Theresa 
and completed in 1750. There’s a splendid formal park behind the palace and the colonnade  
crowning the hilltop is called the Gloriette. The Christmas markets are held in the main courtyard  
outside the Palace.  
 

Viennese Coffee Houses 

There are hundreds of coffee and cake houses throughout Vienna. There are 300 in the inner city 
alone. Not surprising as Austrians consume an average of 221 litres of coffee per person per year! 
 

Coffee in Austria is super-taxed. It is therefore relatively expensive. However, the range and style is 
superb.  Its presentation is delightful. True coffeehouses are often large ‘correct’ establishments, 
which act as social meetinghouses... somewhere to go and savour refreshments for an hour or so. 
Take your time there... often international newspapers are in racks and free to read. Coffee is often 
served on silver platters with a glass of water and even a little chocolate. 
 

These establishments often also serve complete meals, wines, beers etc. They most definitely serve 
cakes! Cakes, strudels, flans... ...The best you can get! 



Coffee isn’t just coffee. There are so many styles and variations such as Brauner, Doppelmocca,  
Einspanner, Fiaker, Melange, Kapuziner, Tuerkischer, Espresso... the list goes on. 

 

There are only a dozen or so ‘Classic’ coffee houses in Vienna and some are regarded as 
‘institutions’ and are even state subsidised. The most famous coffee house is the Hotel Sacher which 
‘invented’ the Sacher Torte Chocolate cake. It actually caused a riot, literally, when competitors’    
coffeehouses sent their staff to steal the recipe. Hundreds were involved and many injured... just for 
a cake recipe! The Hotel Sacher is in Philharmonikerstrasse 4, in the First district and ‘behind’ the 
Opera House.  

 

One favourite is the Cafe Central at the corner of Herrengasse and Strauchgasse, 300 meters from 
the Hofburg Palace.  (Note: ‘Gasse’, ‘Strasse’ and ‘Strabe’ mean ‘street’)  
 

This was the meeting place where the ‘Great Minds’ of the turn of the century gathered. Men such as 
Alfred Adler, Sigmund Freud and Arthur Schnitzler gathered here. It's a truly great feeling to sit and 
take coffee in the same surroundings as did these world ‘movers and shakers’. Lev Davydovich  
Bronstein was one such a ‘regular’. He was known for regularly berating customers over the  
injustices of life under the Tsars. Later he moved back to Russia and changed his name... to Trotsky. 
 

Hitler lived in Vienna from 1907 to 1914 as a young ‘dandy’ and he also reputedly stopped here. Can 
you imagine that... Hitler and Trotsky in the same coffee circle ‘discussions’ before they achieved 
their separate infamous destinies! 

 

Other famous coffee houses are: 

• The Cafe Museum in Friedrichstrasse - try the espresso 

• The Cafe Braeunerhof in Stallburggasse – The first café to actually dare to add a touch of milk 
and sugar to coffee... 

• The Cafe Griensteidl - Traditional old style, try the ice cream with nuts 

The Cafe Mozart - try the gugelhupf (a type of sponge cake) 
 

Then there are the Demel houses... the pastry shops... Try the Demel on Kohlmarkt 14. If it is cakes 
you want then here you can add a few zillion calories easily. Too many types and names to fit in a 
book let alone your waistline! 

 

We have made a special point in describing the best of these establishments as we feel it essential, 
at least once, to indulge in a true Viennese Coffee experience. The overall cost for coffee and cake 
should not exceed $20. Nevertheless, astonishingly, so many people visit Vienna and ‘go round the 
corner' to ‘save a few bucks’ and get a quick coffee and snack to save $10.  They will never ‘knowV’ 
 

Melk 

The Monastery of Melk is an enormous baroque creation with an old library of antique books and a 
beautifully painted cathedral ceiling. The imposing mass of the Benedictine abbey of Melk rises on a 
bluff over the Danube, looming over the town of Melk. Jakob Prandtauer designed the extravagant 
state rooms (started in 1702), notably the marble hall and famous library, but his masterpiece is no 
doubt the church (Stiftskirche). To a larger extent than perhaps any other European city, its culture  



Cesky Krumlov 

Cesky Krumlov is a perfectly preserved 13th century town. Originally built as a hamlet around the  
impressive castle (the second largest in the Czech Republic), the wealth from the silver and gold  
mining, plus a population of Catholic aristocrats seeking refuge during the Reformation, made Cesky 
Krumlov the most important city in southern Bohemia. This city is an extraordinary time capsule and 
now World Heritage listed. 
 

Surrounded by rolling hills, Český Krumlov's is situated on Vltava River, the cobblestone streets and 
old town square are full of Baroque buildings housing cafes and bars. The town's appearance is little 
changed since the 18th century and the buildings have been well maintained and restored. Located 
in the southwest part of the Czech Republic, this picturesque city is home to about 14,000 residents. 
 

The town was created around the castle, which was founded by the Lords of Krumlov (the Vítkovci 
family) around 1253.   The architecture of the Castle and the town is a mix of Gothic, Renaissance, 
and Baroque. The name of the city comes from the German term "krumme aue" (crooked meadow). 
This evolved to Krumlov. In the 15th century, the adjective "Český" (Czech) was added to distinguish 
it from the Moravian city, Moravský Krumlov.  
 

The town experienced a period of decay from the end of World War II until 1989, when restoration 
efforts began in earnest, leading to its inscription into the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1992.  
 

Cesky Krumlov Christmas Markets take place on the main Square of Svornosti. Decorations,  
jewellery, toys, candles, baked chestnuts, sweets, traditional food, hot wine and all accompanied by 
rich cultural schedule. 
 

Cesky Budejovice 

Cesky Budejovice is the largest city in the South Bohemian Region and often known as Budweis for 
the famous Budweiser beer which has been brewed there since the 13th century.  It has a large,  
ornate town square and an old town hall with murals and bronze gargoyles. Brewing remains a major 
industry today. 
 

Salzburg 

Once home to Mozart, Salzburg boasts ornate squares, statues, churches and is dominated by the 
enormous Festung (Fortress). The city owes its rich artistic heritage to its prince-archbishops, who 
once ruled it as a semi-independent city state. Their magnificent Residenz, numerous ancillary  
palaces, castles, art collections, churches and parks form the principal attractions of Salzburg.  
 

The town itself, squeezed between the River Salzach and the mighty rock of the Hohensalzburg,  
delights the stroller with its narrow streets, onion spires, sculptured fountains, and wrought-iron shop 
signs.  
 

A vast music industry has grown up around the name of Mozart, culminating with the annual  
Salzburg Festival which is a major highlight of Europe's musical calendar. 
 

This enchanting baroque city was used for several locations used in the film 'Sound of Music'. Take 
time to explore the myriad of narrow, cobbled stone streets, the fascinating shops and traditional  



coffee houses. The views from the enormous Festung (Fortress) sitting high above the city are  
magnificent. 
 

Munich 

Within sight of the Alps, the glamorous capital of Bavaria, Munich (München) has much to offer: an 
extensive and well-restored old town, world-class museums and galleries, fine civic buildings such as 
the neo-Gothic town hall, and the wonderful church known as the Frauenkirche, whose twin  
onion-topped towers are the symbol of the city.  
 

This cosmopolitan city is enlivened by its strong identification with Bavarian traditions as well as by 
the presence of vast numbers of students, who have made the suburb of Schwabing their own. In 
addition, the city boasts magnificent green spaces, ranging from raucous beer gardens to the vast 
English-style Park known as the Englischer Garten and the Olympiapark. 
 

Rebuilt since the war (there were 66 bombing raids on Munich alone!) the central walking precinct is 
a mass of people and activity. The shopping is excellent. Perhaps take lunch in one of the numerous 
cafes or a giant Beer Hall?  
 

 


